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SAFEGUARDING WHAT MATTERS MOST™

SOLUTION BRIEF

Cylera - Check Point Integration 
Faster, More Complete Visibility and Security 
for IoT, Medical Devices, and Unmanaged Devices

The Integrated Solution
Cylera and Check Point have partnered together to deliver superior defense -  
a greater depth of visibility, more vital threat detection and intelligence, and
faster mitigation for issues found with connected IoT and IoMT devices. 

Combining Cylera's advanced device visibility, informed risk analysis, and
continuous monitoring with Check Point's policy management and security
gateways helps reduce exposure to the risks of unmanaged and IoT
devices. Furthermore, this combination provides security teams with deeper
device insights to handle the digital risks revealed by Cylera's patented
techniques. 

Check Point and Cylera joint customers will more easily and quickly identify
and enforce security across IT and clinical ecosystems with zero disruption
to patient care.

Healthcare delivery organizations (HDOs) enterprise networks include
various types of unmanaged, connected IoT and medical devices (IoMT).
These devices frequently operate with unpatched software, communicate
with unsecured protocols, and are often misconfigured, making them
vulnerable and easy to hack.

Furthermore, IoT and IoMT devices are invisible to IT teams, who need to
know more than just a few device parameters, such as IP address.
Traditional IT security products can’t usually see these devices, and if they
can identify some device profiles, these profiles are not adequate for
accurately identifying and mitigating their weaknesses. 

HDOs need in-depth details and knowledge of what to do with those devices
to effectively control patient safety and privacy and minimize operational
disruption or business continuity.

KEY BENEFITS

Accurately identifies devices &
risk insights

Finds security gaps & provides
mitigation guidance

24/7 enforcement of consistent
rules-based security policies on
individual devices

Faster response times with
essential information to resolve
incidents 

Comprehensive, single overview
of entire healthcare enterprise
risk status
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THE CYLERA DIFFERENCE

Comprehensive
Discovers and classifies all IoT
devices in your environment

The Challenge

Passive, No Agents Required
Zero impact on your
organization’s network with no
operational or patient disruption

Easy to Deploy
Setup in minutes using
infrastructure you already have
with no back-end coding
requirements or additional costs



Integration Highlights

Cylera’s sensors continuously and passively monitor network traffic to discover and profile IoT, IoMT, and
even IT/OT assets with zero disruption to patient care services and normal device operations. Our IoT Device
Emulation™ and Adaptive Data Type Analysis™ give the industry’s deepest, most accurate device profiles. 

The new and/or updated IoT and IoMT device profile from Cylera is then fed into Check Point’s security
management, allowing complete visibility within the Check Point Smart Console. This allows the user to see
wired client(s) and all IoT devices on the network. 

Furthermore, any policies configured in the Cylera dashboard are sent over to Check Point for enforcement,
allowing users an easy way to enforce network rules on IoT devices. 

How it Works
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Cylera - Check Point Example Deployment Architecture

Figure 1: Check Point and Cylera architecture



Centralized Console
Asset Discovery
Network Assessment
Vulnerabilities
Risk Scoring
Remediation 

Passive, Zero Touch to
inventory physical devices

No operational or patient
disruption

Creation of "Clone" or "Digital
Twin" devices

Deep vulnerability scanning of 
the twin, never touching the live
physical device

Bringing It All Together

Integration Highlights

The Cylera platform delivers an array of capabilities: asset identification and management,
network analysis, vulnerability and risk assessment, network segmentation, threat detection
and intelligence, and fleet utilization and optimization. 

All of these capabilities are undergirded by unique, patented technologies - Adaptive Data Type
Analysis™ and IoT Device Emulation Engine™, plus Cylera Labs' proprietary threat intelligence
database. 

WHAT'S UNIQUE ABOUT CYLERA?
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Integration Highlights

Summary Learn More About Cylera
www.cylera.com

info@cylera.com - To get answers to your
questions
 
demo@cylera.com - To schedule an efficient
demo highlighting what you want to know

partners@cylera.com - For exploration into
joining Cylera's Partner Program

Follow us on Twitter @cylera_

By joining forces, the Cylera - Check Point IoT Security Gateway becomes
more fully informed of the full range of healthcare enterprise IoT, IoMT,
and even IT and OT devices. Further, it helps IT organizations leverage
existing infrastructure to reduce risk and safeguard operations.

Greater and fully complete visibility and insights about the devices
connected to the enterprise gives IT teams a resource-efficient and
clinically-aware way to identify assets and examine them fully for best
defense posture, policies, and overall digital risk protection without any
disruption to physical devices or patient care services. 

Cylera's integration with Check Point comes within the standard Cylera IoT
and security intelligence platform at no cost and is fully supported. It
requires only a couple of parameters needed from the customer site's
network and no professional services on the backend to deliver a
seamless experience for users.
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Cylera is a pioneering leader in IoT, medical device (IoMT), and IT/OT security
and intelligence. The Cylera Platform, MedCommand™, was first developed for
the complexities of healthcare IoT and medical devices (IoMT), and has become
the expert system for digital risk protection. The platform provides asset
identification and categorization, vulnerability and risk assessment, threat
intelligence and protection services, device and fleet optimization, support for
industry standards and compliance requirements, and saves IT and clinical
engineering personnel hours of time every day. Cylera delivers the industry's
strongest, most advanced healthcare IoT and medical device cybersecurity risk
management solution. www.cylera.com 


